ABSTRACT: Ion−molecule complex dynamics as well as water dynamics in concentrated lithium chloride (LiCl) solutions are examined using ultrafast two-dimensional infrared (2D IR) spectroscopy with the CN stretching mode of methyl thiocyanate (MeSCN) as the vibrational probe. In pure water, MeSCN has a narrow symmetric absorption line shape. 2D IR spectral diffusion measurements of the CN stretch give the identical time dependence of water dynamics, as previously observed using the OD stretch of HOD in H 2 O. In concentrated LiCl solutions, the IR absorption spectrum of MeSCN displays two distinct peaks, one corresponding to water H-bonded to the N lone pair of MeSCN (W) and the other corresponding to Li + associated with the N (L). These two species are in equilibrium, and switching of the CN bonding partner from Li + to H 2 O and vice versa was observed and explicated with 2D IR chemical exchange spectroscopy. The MeSCN·Li + complex dissociation time constant, τ LW , and the MeSCN·H 2 O dissociation time constant, τ WL , were determined. The observed τ LW chemical exchange dissociation time constant changes from 60 to 40 ps as the LiCl concentration decreases from ∼10.7 to ∼7.7 M, mainly due to the increase of the water concentration as the LiCl concentration is reduced. The observed time constants are independent of the model for the chemical reaction. With the assumption of a simple chemical equation, MeSCN·Li + + H 2 O ⇄ MeSCN·H 2 O + Li + , the equilibrium equation rate constants were obtained from the observed chemical exchange time constants. It was determined that the equilibrium rate constants barely change even though the viscosity changes by a factor of 2 and the ionic strength changes by a factor of 1.4. Extrapolation to dilute LiCl solution estimates the τ LW to be ∼30 ps. The orientational relaxation (anisotropy decay) of both the W and L complexes was measured using polarization selective 2D IR experiments. The lithium-bonded species undergoes orientational relaxation ∼3 times slower than the water-bonded species in each LiCl solution studied. The difference demonstrates the distinct interactions with the medium experienced by the neutral and charged species in the concentrated salt solutions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Aqueous salt solutions occur widely in systems ranging from industrial processes to biological materials. Prominent examples include batteries and the salt balance in living organisms. The properties of aqueous electrolyte solutions involve the dynamics of water and the dynamics of ions. The dynamics are influenced by ion−ion interaction and ion−molecule interactions. 1 Water dynamics have been intensively examined by various techniques, including NMR, 2 neutron scattering, 3 Raman spectroscopy, 4 and ultrafast IR spectroscopies. 5−7 For ion dynamics, ultrafast IR spectroscopies have also been applied to examine various important problems in the field. For instance, ion pairs are common in electrolyte solutions, especially in concentrated salt solutions. 8−10 The pairing dynamics among lithium cations and thiocyanate anions in dimethylformamide solution were studied with two-dimensional infrared (2D IR) spectroscopy using thiocyanate anions as the IR probe. 11, 12 Ion−molecule interactions are important in many processes 13−16 and have also been studied with ultrafast IR spectroscopy. MeSCN·Li + complexation in acetonitrile solution was studied using MeSCN as the IR probe. 17 HOD was used as the vibrational probe in aqueous solutions to examine hydrogen bond exchange times for water−anion complexes; the exchange time was found to be ∼10 ps. 18, 19 Polar organic molecules can dissolve in aqueous salt solutions. They can form H-bonds with water as well as associate with ions. Water-associated molecules and ion-associated molecules will be in equilibrium. A molecule will undergo chemical exchange, with a bound water molecule being replaced by an ion and vice versa. To the best of our knowledge, there is no information on the dynamics and concentration dependence of the chemical exchange. The dynamics of molecule−water/molecule−ion chemical exchange in concentrated salt solutions is becoming increasingly important due to such solutions' potential applications in battery development and energy-storage systems. 20, 21 Among numerous aqueous salt solutions, lithium chloride solutions have been extensively studied as a model system for water dynamics for decades due to their extraordinary solubility. 3,22−24 In dilute lithium chloride solutions, lithium cations are coordinated by ∼4 water molecules and chloride anions are solvated by ∼6 water molecules. 22 In concentrated solutions, however, water is so scarce that ion pairs of Li + and Cl − are common, and water also forms bridges between Li + and Cl − . 22, 24 Molecular dynamics simulations have suggested that the hydrogen bond number decreases as much as ∼70%, although hydrogen bond lengths and strengths are similar to those found in pure water. 23 In this paper, we examine ion−molecule complexation in LiCl solutions. The association of water and Li + with methyl thiocyanate (MeSCN) is investigated using the CN stretch of MeSCN as the vibrational probe. MeSCN is a small neutral molecule with a relatively strong CN stretch absorption band. Compared to the usual OD or OH stretch of HOD molecules used to study water dynamics, 25−27 the narrow bandwidth (fullwidth at half-maximum (FWHM) 10.5 cm −1 ) and long vibrational lifetime (35 ps) are very useful in distinguishing different bonding environments and tracking relatively slow dynamics. First, it is shown that MeSCN is an excellent probe for water dynamics in pure water by using 2D IR to measure the CN stretch spectral diffusion. The results give the same spectral diffusion time constants as those found using the OD stretch of HOD in water. 26, 27 The linear Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) absorption spectrum of the CN stretch of MeSCN in concentrated LiCl solutions displays two absorption bands, which are assigned to MeSCN·H 2 O and MeSCN·Li + complexes. Chemical exchange between the two complexes was observed on the tens of picoseconds time scale by 2D IR spectroscopy through the growth of off-diagonal peaks in the time-dependent 2D spectra. The system was studied as a function of the LiCl concentration to determine the concentration-dependent dissociation rate of the MeSCN·Li + complex. It is shown that the dissociation rate can be extrapolated to the dilute limit. In addition, the orientational relaxation time of both MeSCN·H 2 O and MeSCN·Li + were measured. The orientational relaxation time of the two complexes are very different, reflecting the distinct interactions experienced by the neutral and charged species.
II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
II.I. Sample Preparation. Lithium chloride (LiCl) (anhydrous, >99%) and methyl thiocyanate (>97%) (MeSCN) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and were used without further purification. LiCl solutions were prepared by mixing LiCl and H 2 O based on mass to give the molar ratio between the Li Densities were measured using a 5.00 mL pyknometer at the IR experimental temperature 24°C. Kinematic viscosities of the solutions with MeSCN were measured using an Ubbelohde viscometer at 24°C. Dynamic viscosities are obtained as the product of the density and the kinematic viscosity.
Infrared absorption spectra were measured using a Thermo Scientific Nicolet 6700 FT-IR spectrometer with 0.24 cm
resolution. Solutions with and without MeSCN were measured, and scaled subtraction of the two spectra yields the pure absorption line of the MeSCN in the solutions.
II.II. Two-Dimensional IR Vibrational Echo Spectroscopy. The following is a brief description of the 2D IR spectroscopy system used in this study. Details of the setup have been reported previously. 28 A mid-IR optical parametric amplifier pumped by a Ti:Sapphire regenerative amplifier produced ∼160 fs pulses with ∼30 μJ pulse energy centered at 2160−2170 cm −1 depending on the sample. The mid-IR pulse was then split into a strong pump pulse and a weak probe pulse. The pump pulse passes through an acousto-optic mid-IR Fourier-domain pulse shaper, 29, 30 which forms it into two collinear pulses with a variable time delay between them of τ. After the pulse shaper, the energy in the two pump pulses is ∼12 μJ. The probe pulse crosses with the two pump pulses in the sample after a waiting time T w , and the echo pulse is generated collinear with the probe pulse. The probe pulse, pulse 3 in the echo pulse sequence, induces the polarization that gives rise to the echo pulse and also serves as the local oscillator for heterodyne detection of the echo.
To understand how 2D IR works, first consider the vibrational absorption spectrum with a single peak. Intermolecular interactions between the molecules and the environment will in part determine the vibrational frequency of a mode that is used as a vibrational probe. Because different molecules have distinct environments, they will have different intermolecular interactions and thus vibrational frequencies. This range of vibrational frequencies is responsible for the inhomogeneous broadening of the vibrational absorption line. However, the structures of the environments of molecules in liquids and other media are constantly changing. This leads to time evolution of vibrational frequency, which is called spectral diffusion. Thus, measurement of spectral diffusion is a measurement of the time dependence of the structure of the system. This information cannot be obtained from linear absorption spectrum, but can be measured as spectral diffusion via 2D IR.
Qualitatively, 2D IR works as follows. There are four pulses in the pulse sequence, three input pulses that generate a nonlinear polarization that gives rise to the emission of a fourth pulse the vibrational echo. Basically, the first two pulses label and store the initial frequencies, which give to the horizontal axis of 2D spectrum, ω τ . During the time between the second and third pulses, T w , the structure evolves. The third pulse and echo read out the final frequencies, which is the vertical axis ω m .
Spectral diffusion (vibrational frequency evolution) causes the gradual loss of correlation between the initial frequencies, ω τ , and the final frequencies, ω m . The 2D spectrum is elongated along the diagonal of the 2D spectrum, and it will become increasingly round as T w is increased. The change in shape of the spectra with T w is analyzed quantitatively with the center line slope (CLS) method, which gives the normalized frequency− frequency correlation function (FFCF) from the T w dependence of the 2D spectral shape. 31, 32 From the CLS decay curve and the linear absorption spectrum, the full FFCF is obtained. The FFCF, C(t), is modeled as a multiexponential decay.
Δ i is the frequency fluctuation amplitude of each component and τ i is its associated time constant. Therefore, determining the FFCF gives the time constants and amplitudes of the various dynamical processes occurring in the medium. 26, 27, 33 Further
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The main application of 2D IR spectroscopy in this paper is to observe chemical exchange, 34 i.e., the interconversion of the complexes MeSCN·H 2 O and MeSCN·Li + one to the other. Chemical exchange spectroscopy (CES) has been applied to multiple studies, including the rate of isomerization around a carbon−carbon single bond, 35 the switching between welldefined protein structural substates, 36 and ion−water hydrogen bond switching. 18, 19 The observation of chemical exchange requires two spectroscopic absorption lines originating from the same probe molecular vibration. Here, the two lines originate from two MeSCN complexes. In addition to spectral diffusion within each line, the vibrational mode makes large frequency jumps from one line to the other. The different FT-IR spectra of the two species produce two bands on the diagonal of the 2D IR spectrum. The beginning of the pulse sequence labels the complexes with their frequencies. When these complexes turn from one to the other, the CN stretch frequency changes, from the frequency of one complex to the other. The exchange produces off-diagonal peaks in the spectrum, which are read out by the echo. As time proceeds, the off-diagonal peaks grow in. Detailed analysis of the growth of the off-diagonal peaks, as presented below, gives the chemical exchange times. 37 
II.III. Polarization Selective Pump Probe (PSPP).
The PSPP experiments were performed using the same ultrafast IR setup. PSPP tracks the decay of the probe transmission with polarizations parallel and perpendicular to the pump pulse polarization. The parallel and perpendicular components of the probe signal, S || (t) and S ⊥ (t), can be expressed in terms of population relaxation, P(t), and the second Legendre polynomial orientational correlation function, C 2 (t).
38,39
In terms of these, the population relaxation and reorientational relaxation are
r(t) is the anisotropy with r(t) = 0.4C 2 (t).
In the PSPP experiments, the input polarization of the probe was horizontal. A half wave plate and a polarizer set the polarization of pump to 45°relative to horizontal. Following the sample, the probe pulse was resolved either parallel or perpendicular to the polarization of the pump using a polarizer in a computer-controlled rotation mount. Care was taken to make sure that the probe spectra in the parallel and perpendicular polarizations were identical in amplitude in the absence of the pump pulse.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
III.I. Linear and 2D IR Spectroscopies of MeSCN in Pure Water. Although MeSCN is a neutral organic molecule, it dissolves in water reasonably well. The ability to form hydrogen bonds between the nitrogen lone pair and water helps the solvation. This bonding opens the window for detecting water dynamics through CN stretch, as is the case for selenocyanate anions. 40, 41 In pure water, MeSCN has a narrow symmetric band centered at 2162.4 cm −1 with full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of 10.5 cm . Figure 1A shows that a Voigt line shape fits the absorption spectrum well. 2D IR experiments were conducted on 0.2 M MeSCN in water; two examples of 2D spectra are shown in Figure 1B 
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Article the probe were subtracted before CLS analysis (see Supporting Information for details). Figure 1C shows the experimental CLS data (points) obtained from analyzing many 2D spectra like those shown in Figure 1B . The data are fit very well with a biexponential function. Because of the long CN vibrational lifetime, it was possible to take data over the full time span of the dynamics. The biexponential fit gives the time constants 0.4 ± 0.1 and 1.7 ± 0.1 ps. These values are identical to the results obtained using the OD stretch of HOD as the vibrational probe in H 2 O. 5, 26, 27, 33 Therefore, the CN stretch of MeSCN is a very useful probe of water dynamics. The consensus is that the fast process corresponds to the local hydrogen bond fluctuations, mainly length fluctuations, whereas the slower process describes the global hydrogen bond network randomization. 27 PSPP experiments were also performed on the sample, and the vibrational lifetime was determined to be 35 ps. This is in contrast to the OD stretch, which has a lifetime of 1.7 ps. 5, 26, 27, 33 The long lifetime of the CN stretch is essential to the experiments discussed below. Orientational relaxation of MeSCN in pure water was obtained using eq 5. The anisotropy decay (points) is shown in Figure 1D . The anisotropy was fit with a biexponential decay (solid curve) with 1.2 and 4.6 ps as time constants. The 1.2 ps process is associated with a "wobbling-in-a-cone" motion. The probe molecule can undergo angular fluctuations within a restricted cone of angles on a short time scale 41−43 before the orientation fully randomizes. 41 The 4.6 ps decay component corresponds to the complete orientational randomization of the MeSCN. In summary, we have shown that MeSCN is a faithful probe of water dynamics with a long vibrational lifetime. We also characterized its reorientational dynamics in pure water, which will be compared with the values in LiCl solutions.
III.II. Linear IR Spectra of MeSCN in LiCl Solution. When MeSCN is dissolved in concentrated LiCl solutions, the linear IR absorption spectra have an additional blue-shifted peak at ∼2179 cm −1
. As LiCl concentration increases, the blue-shifted peak increases in amplitude, as shown in Figure 2 , where the four spectra are normalized at 2162 cm −1 peak center. This trend enables us to assign the new peak to be the Li + -associated component, whereas the 2162 cm −1 peak corresponds to MeSCN still associated with water. As shown in Table 1 , the FWHMs of the two peaks are larger than that in pure water, indicating more heterogeneous environments for the probe. As in pure water, the water-associated peak is a result of hydrogen bond formation between the nitrogen lone pair (H-bond acceptor) and the H of a water molecule (H-bond donor). The nitrogen will interact strongly with a lithium cation with its very high positive charge density. This strong interaction is sometimes called a "lithium bond", and lithium cation's high charge density plays a significant role. 44 III.III. Two-Dimensional IR Chemical Exchange Spectroscopy. As the LiCl concentration increases, ions are closer together. Smith et al. found that beyond the dilute (Debye− Huckel) regime, the screening length becomes longer as concentration increases. 45 The longer screening length indicates long-range interactions and likely slower dynamics due to more restrictive forces. This is partly evidenced by the significant increase of viscosity of concentrated LiCl solutions compared to pure water, which is shown in Table 1 .
We conducted ultrafast IR experiments on MeSCN in LiCl solutions and observed that the two populations reflected in the linear IR absorption spectra (Figure 2 ) underwent chemical exchange, as shown in Figure 3 . Figure 3 displays data for three concentrations at three times. The data for each concentration are a row in the figure. On the basis of simple inspection of the growth of the cross peaks in the 2D spectra, chemical exchange happens on the order of tens of picoseconds.
To quantify the dynamics, we need a kinetic model to analyze the data. Take the results from LiCl 1:4 H 2 O solution as an example. Shown in Figure 4C left, at the early T w = 0.6 ps, when basically no chemical exchange has occurred, the spectrum has two diagonal peaks, labeled W 01 (water-bound population) and L 01 (lithium-bound population), corresponding to the vibrational echo emission at the 0−1 transitions, and two negativegoing peaks corresponding to the 1−2 transitions, labeled W 12 (not shown) and L 12 . The latter two peaks are shifted to lower frequencies along the echo emission (vertical) axis ω m by their anharmonicity (∼25 cm −1 ). As T w increases, exchange peaks, WL 01 (initial state is W and final state is L) and LW 01 , start to grow and become of almost equal amplitude to the diagonal peaks at T w = 60 ps ( Figure 4C right) . Exchange peaks in the 1− 2 region, for example WL 12 , also grow at the same rate. 34 To connect the observed chemical exchange data to chemical reactions, we assume the chemical equilibrium equation
to model the process. The equation shows the switching of the bonding partner for MeSCN from water to Li + and vice versa, with two rate constants k f and k b (below, eq 6 will be shown to be a valid description of the system). The MeSCN concentration is 0.10−0.15 mol/L, whereas the concentrations of Li + and H 2 O are at least 7.6 and 42 mol/L, respectively. Therefore, [Li + ] and [H 2 O] are essentially constant in the samples, and the eq 6 can be simplified to eq 7, which is convenient for kinetic model analysis of the chemical exchange data.
MeSCN·Li + is called L (lithium associated) and MeSCN·H 2 O is called W (water associated). In the context of the 2D chemical exchange spectra, all molecules in the W diagonal peak at T w = 0 can be in either W or the WL off-diagonal peak at later T w no matter how many exchange events occur. The WL off-diagonal The Journal of Physical Chemistry B Article peak arises from MeSCN molecules that started as W and became L. When they become L, the amplitude is increased in the WL off-diagonal peak not the L diagonal peak. Therefore, 2D IR spectroscopy is watching the progression from all of the molecules in W peak (T w = 0) to eventual equilibrium between W and WL. The process of reaching equilibrium between L and LW is observed in the same way by growth of the off-diagonal LW peak. A quantitative model was developed to account for the source and drain for the corresponding populations in the 2D spectra. A 
Article schematic for equilibration between W and WL is shown in Figure 4D . The time-dependent population of W diagonal peak N W (t) will decrease because of the vibrational relaxation and conversion from W to WL. At the same time, back conversion from WL to W will repopulate W with some of the lost population. Vibrational relaxation to the ground state is reducing the population of all peaks. The off-diagonal peak WL timedependent population, N WL (t), is described similarly, the only notable difference is that the vibrational relaxation rate is k L , rather than k W . The relations described above can be written aṡ̇=
where a dot indicates time derivative. Here, k W and k L are vibrational relaxation time constants for W and L species. k WL and k LW are exchange rates from W to L and L to W, which are connected by chemical equilibrium.
With the initial condition being N WL (t = 0) = 0, the solutions of eq 8 are 
is the initial value of the diagonal population and is just a scaling factor in the analysis. N L and N LW are calculated in the same way. Note that due to the nature of chemical equilibrium, N W (t = 0)k WL = N L (t = 0)k LW is valid because N W (t = 0) and N L (t = 0) are equilibrium concentrations with equal pumping of the two absorption bands. The relation between them connects the two equilibria between a diagonal peak and the corresponding off-diagonal peak in the 2D spectra, which results in only one scaling factor. Additionally, N WL = N LW is valid at all T w because of the relation. That is the two off-diagonal peaks' populations are the same at all time. Therefore, there are three independent population evolutions with time, two diagonal peaks and one off-diagonal peak. The population is directly proportional to the peak volumes in the 2D spectra. We use 2D Gaussian functions to model a single peak and use multiple 2D Gaussians to fit the entire 2D spectra to extract the peak volumes. However, there are a number of other necessary considerations to relate the peak volumes to the populations of different species. First, the polarizations of the IR pulses will affect the signal levels because of orientational relaxation, which in turn affect the peak volumes, 37 as in a PSPP experiment. To avoid the complication of including the time dependence of orientational relaxation of the species, we conducted vibrational echo experiments in both the parallel and perpendicular polarization configurations. Here, parallel and perpendicular have the same meaning as in PSPP, i.e., the pump pulses' polarization is either parallel or perpendicular to the probe and echo pulses' polarization. The isotropic signal can be obtained with the weighted average of the parallel and perpendicular signals with weighting ratio 1:2. In this way, orientational relaxation will not be involved in the fitting routine, 
Article thus increasing the robustness of the procedure. 19, 37 The polarization consideration will be clear from the material in Section III.IV where the mathematical expressions for the peak volumes with parallel and perpendicular polarizations are presented. Furthermore, transition dipole moments μ W and μ L could be different, and they will affect the relation between peak volumes and populations. μ W 2 /μ L 2 was determined to be 0.70 ± 0.07 (details of the determination process are given in the Supporting Information).
Using the kinetic model with the considerations discussed above, the three populations' evolution data as a function of T w were fit. Note that there are only four fitting parameters: N W (t = 0), which is just a scaling factor, k W , k L , and k WL (or k LW ). As shown in Figure 4B , the model fit (solid curves) the three sets of data (points) for the LiCl 1:4 H 2 O solution exceedingly well. One set of parameters put the solid curves through all three sets of data. This procedure was applied to two other LiCl concentration samples, and the peak volume fitting results are presented in Figure 5 . Again, the fits are excellent. The extracted time constants are summarized in Table 1 . The rate constants k b and k f were also calculated using eq 7 and are given in Table 1 .
With the knowledge of the kinetic parameters, the chemical equilibrium independent of the spectroscopic observables is considered. 
with the initial condition N L (t = 0) = 0, the solutions are
These equations describe the relaxation to the chemical equilibrium state if all of the molecules were W initially or if a sudden perturbation moved the concentration away from the equilibrium concentrations. For any initial condition, the relaxation time constant is τ ex = 1/(k WL +k LW ). These values for the three concentrations are given in Table 1 . III.IV. Polarization Selective 2D IR Experiment. In a system involving chemical exchange, simply doing polarization selective pump probe (PSPP) is not enough to extract the orientational dynamics of the two species because chemical exchange mixes the two lifetimes and orientational relaxation times. 19, 37 To disentangle the orientational dynamics from the chemical exchange, polarization selective 2D IR was used. As was mentioned in Section III.III, the 2D IR signals in the parallel and perpendicular configurations were measured at the same time in the same setup as used for the PSPP experiments. An example of 2D spectra of LiCl 1:4 H 2 O solution at T w = 45 ps is presented in Figure 6A . The most obvious difference is the different intensity of W diagonal peak between parallel and perpendicular spectra, which demonstrates unequal orientational relaxation for the W and L species. The effect of The Journal of Physical Chemistry B Article polarization control in 2D IR CES experiments has been described previously, 19, 37 and we presented the final results (eq 12) that describe the population evolutions of diagonal and offdiagonal peaks under parallel and perpendicular configurations. Here, k W , k L , k WL , and k LW have the same meaning as in eqs 7 and 8. D W and D L are the orientational diffusion constants for species W and L, respectively. Note that eq 12 assumes that the reorientational relaxation of both species is single exponential without wobbling-in-a-cone behavior. For the systems discussed here, this assumption works well as will be shown below. 
A
Both the parallel and perpendicular 2D IR spectra time dependence can be characterized in terms of two diagonal peaks and one off-diagonal peak, and overall there are six independent peak volume evolution curves. k W , k L , k WL , and k LW have already been obtained by the procedure described in Section III.III and are fixed here. D W , D L and an overall scaling factor are the only variables to fit the six curves simultaneously. The peak volume data (points) and the fitted curves (solid curves) are shown Figure 6B for the for the LiCl/H 2 O ratio of 1:4. The data and fits for the other concentrations are similar. The model reproduces the polarization selective data exceptionally well. The fitting results are presented in Table 1 as τ OR-W and τ OR-L . The orientational relaxation time, τ OR-H 2 O , measured for MeSCN with standard PSPP experiments is also given. The orientational relaxation time is related to the orientational diffusion constant by τ i = 1/6D i . As the LiCl concentration increases, the viscosity of the solution increases substantially (see Table 1 ). Both τ OR-W and τ OR-L increase as well, and they roughly follow the Stokes−Einstein−Debye relation. However, at all concentrations, the orientational relaxation time of the Li + -associated MeSCN is much longer than the H 2 O-associated species. The difference shows that the neutral and charged complexes experience distinct friction for rotation in the solutions, as is discussed further in the next section.
IV. DISCUSSION
The MeSCN and Li + complex exchange is important as the exchange provides an example of ion−molecule interaction dynamics in aqueous solution. As would be expected, as the LiCl concentration decreases from 1:4 to 1:6, τ WL increases and τ LW decreases (see Table 1 It is plausible that the change of k f will become slower as water concentration approaches 55.4 mol/L. Therefore, 22 ps is likely a lower limit for the dissociation time constant. Therefore, we estimated τ LW to be ∼30 ps in dilute conditions.
The vibrational probe is the CN stretch of the MeSCN. The dominant interaction is between the nitrogen lone pair and a water molecule or a lithium cation. As can be seen in Figure 2 , there is at most a very small shift in the MeSCN·H 2 O spectrum in going from pure water to the high concentration LiCl solutions. The shift is 0.6 cm
, which is almost within the error bars of the measurement of the peak position. The concentrated solution does broaden the band, but only by ∼20% at the highest concentration and the broadening decreases as the concentration is lowered. 2D IR spectral diffusion measurements show that this broadening is caused by an increase in the inhomogeneous linewidth. In contrast, MeSCN in the nonhydrogen bonding solvent methylimidazole shifts the spectrum to lower frequency by 8 cm
. This shift is consistent with the model that has been put forward for the ion SeCN − that shows why a water hydrogen bonded to the N lone pair blue shifts the CN stretch frequency. 40 The model states that the blue shift is caused by an increase in the electron density in CN nominal triple bond. The nonaxial interactions, including those with Li + , Cl − , and water molecules, contribute to more diverse set of solvent configurations in salt solution and thus increase the inhomogeneous linewidth of W component. A similar argument applies to L complexes, where Li + forms an axial interaction with the nitrogen lone pair. Li + is very small with a high positive charge density. This interaction will further increase the electron density in the CN bond by moving electron density from the S− C bond, giving rise to the observed blue shift relative to the W complex.
As discussed above, τ LW is the MeSCN·Li + complex lifetime, i.e., the time for a MeSCN initially bound to a Li + to become bound to a water. τ WL is the time for an MeSCN initially bound to a water to become bound to a Li + . It is important to note that a MeSCN initially bound to a water might switch water partners to another water one or more times before it becomes bound to a Li + . The exchange experiment is insensitive to water to water switches. Such water to water switches can occur particularly as the Li + concentration is reduced. 48 In strong electric fields, charged and neutral species with a permanent dipole will experience different resistances to rotation. The MeSCN is either a neutral or charged complex depending on its bonding partner. Their different orientational dynamics demonstrates distinct interactions with the surrounding salt solution. Ion pairs formed between Li + and Cl − are common at the high concentrations used in the experiments. 22 The slow orientational relaxation of the Li + complex compared to the water complex is likely due to the stronger electrostatic interaction between Li + and the surrounding ions.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this study, we have shown that methyl thiocyanate (MeSCN) is an accurate probe for reporting water dynamics in aqueous environment. It has a narrow symmetric absorption line shape and has a long vibrational lifetime, 35 ps in pure water. CLS analysis applied to the 2D spectra taken in pure water to obtain the frequency−frequency correlation function yields a biexponential decay with 0.4 and 1.7 ps time constants, which are the same as those found using the OD stretch of HOD in water to measure the spectral diffusion dynamics. 5, 26, 27, 33 For the probe HOD, the OD is H-bonded to a lone pair of an oxygen atom of a water molecule. The spectral diffusion dynamics reflect fluctuations of the H-bond. With the CN of MeSCN as the vibrational probe, a water molecule is H-bonded to the lone pair of the nitrogen atom. In either case, the spectral diffusion is associated with the collective dynamics of the water. The results indicate that the presence of the MeSCN does not substantially perturb the surrounding water dynamics, and having water Hbonded to a N lone pair rather than an O lone pair does not influence the observe spectral diffusion within experimental error.
In concentrated LiCl solution, the linear IR absorption of the CN stretch of MeSCN is split into two peaks: the lower frequency peak corresponds to water-bonded complex, whereas the higher frequency peak corresponds to lithium-bonded complex (see Figures 2 and 4A ). Chemical exchange dynamics and orientational relaxation were measured for the two species in solutions with three LiCl concentrations (molar ratios of Li + to H 2 O of 1:4, 1:5, and 1:6). MeSCN·Li + and MeSCN·H 2 O complex dynamics were obtained with 2D IR chemical exchange spectroscopy through detailed analysis of the growth of off-diagonal peaks in the 2D IR spectra (see Figures 3 and 4C) . The rates were determined by a kinetic model. τ LW (Li + to water complex) decreased from ∼60 to ∼40 ps when the LiCl concentration was decreased from 1:4 to 1:6. The change mainly originates from the increase in water concentration. τ LW is the lifetime of the MeSCN−Li + complex. The analysis also gives the rate constants k f and k b . Both k f and k b are almost constant with concentration, even though viscosity of solution changes by a factor of 2 and ionic strength varies by a factor of 1.4. This demonstrates that chemical exchange is at most weakly dependent on these two factors. Thus, we can extrapolate this result to dilute salt solution and estimate τ LW to be ∼30 ps.
Finally, orientational relaxation dynamics of both the waterbonded and lithium-bonded complexes were measured. The Li + complex undergoes orientational relaxation ∼4 times slower than the water complex in each LiCl solution examined, although the Li + complex is ∼20% smaller in volume than the water complex. The slower reorientation of the Li + complex is likely due to strong electrostatic interactions with the surrounding salt solution. It is interesting to note that the water complex orientational relaxation time is much faster than τ WL , whereas the Li + orientational relaxation time is approximately the same as τ LW . Thus, the water complex randomizes its orientation much faster than exchanging water for Li + , whereas the Li + complex exchanges Li + for water without necessarily having randomized its orientation.
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